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Napoleon's Men

The clacking of horse hooves
against the wood of the bridge
is the only warning.
The soldiers' coattails
fall like skirts over the animals' haunches.
If the men were once holy
they do not think of it now.
They have come to follow
a simple instruction.
The insistence of the animals' feet.
The smell of horsehair is their only
comfort. When the blood falls
as it must, it laces itself through the packed snow.
The elaborate encounter of opposites.
The colonel thinks first of a woman, tucking
an open rose behind her ear. And then
the small face of the general, stamped
onto a new coin. Now the horses
are capsizing-majestic galleons
steered into the wrath of winter's sea.
The men retreat into the snow of the forest
and build an enormous fire
to eat
the only animal that ever loved them.

Napoleon's Horses

We thought we had carried
the gods on our backs.
We saw a small detail
rearrange itself
at the edge of the landscape
while the gods were talking
loudly about their women.
If they were gods
then we are now gods.
A door opened in the fire
and we galloped through.
If they, then we.
We, who are now
carried in the saddle of their flesh.

We, who saw
a landscape shift and galloped

silently toward it.
~
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RobertBan ksFoster

The Farther Shore
for All/san

How do I see the farther shore?
The farther shore of an infinite garden.
You are not the caricature of a shore
the shore of an apostle of apostrophes
or shores of a hundred perfect rules.

You brought me to abundant shores.
To places where lines cannot be drawn.
The blowing wave at the shore.
The life-splashed rock at the shore.
The line of infinite circumference.

We would be only the outline we are, if not
for time in which we move.
The shore remakes itself.
The garden where all gardens meet.
The long shoreline catching moving water.

CynaraGeissler

Want You

It's cool if you never remember
either of my middle names
or that I loathe ketchup
anywhere near my eggs.

I won't take it personally
if you're hours late
for our wedding ceremony
or fail to pick me up
after major surgery.

Stay for the weekend?
Ain't no thang.
Your bong-huffing

wine-swilling
plate-hurling mother

could move into
our bedroom
for all I'd care,

just as long as when
we're together
you want me the way
that German pigeon wanted
the Kaiser roll wedged in the tram track
on that sweltering Tuesday in July 2002,
so intent on drawing me out
and into you
that only a speeding streetcar
could knock you sideways
and even then
just barely.
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